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I As indeed they are. Film, like myth, is a vivid, story-oriented genre and our most public form of popular entertainment. Because it must make money to survive, the film industry must monitor closely what pleases its audience. As a result, movies are endlessly reflective of our shared values, aspirations, and beliefs, which make us pay to see stories again and again. In fact, although many have distanced Greek myth from modem entertainment because of myth's religious character, its literary worth, or its explicative value as prescientific inquiry, mythmakers in the ancient and modern worlds have always had the same fundamental task: to help a particular audience validate a particular construction of reality. It is a simplification, therefore, but nonetheless true, to say that the same psychological payoff is offered to spectators of The Matrix as was offered to hearers of the Iliad.
To begin, choose American films with the power to hold the audience (Academy Award winners are often good choices), and match them with myths with which they have more than a passing resemblance.2 Avoid films which students might consider ridiculous (such as comic books/video games made into movies: Superman, Dick Tracy, Tomb Raider, Pokemon), or to which they have difficulty relating (especially French films). Although a good class will come to be able to compare most anything once they have developed proper skills, students apprenticed on comic-book films or "art" films will continue to associate the ancient material with the "too hard" or "too easy" obstacles mentioned above.
Nearly as important, the instructor must not select films which in another class are rightfully studied as part of the classical tradition ( The focus should be on serendipity-on the seeming absurdity, for example, of the special-effects-saturated Predator having any connection with a tale as old and traditional as that of Heracles. Like archaeologists who have dug something quite unexpected out of the ground, students experience an indescribable shock of pleasure in discovering that a modern film is filled with elements found also in classical myths, and they come to class eager to share their research.
Many films and myths can make excellent comparison projects, but the combination of Predator and Heracles brings to the myth classroom an unusually good potential for discovery. Undergraduates enter the course with a thorough misknowledge of the hero, through images of popular culture (including from a hit television show) and children's stories. Through Predator, the instructor has the opportunity to correct these misperceptions while helping students develop a fascinating, sophisticated interpretation of the long-lived character.
The instructor may lay the groundwork with a basic introduction to Heracles, either in lecture or readings or both. Then may come a full screening of Predator, individually or (if time allows) as a class. In any case, it is good practice to show representative clips in class. The next step is discussion, in which the students first create parallels in surface details such as plot, character, and setting, and then move on, with the instructor's guidance, to examine thematic and other interpretive similarities. The final step is a written product, in which students demonstrate and expand their understanding, showcasing Heracles' Greekness by framing it with the peculiarly American qualities of Predator.
The basic core of knowledge about Heracles imparted in lecture/readings/handouts will vary from instructor to instructor, but I find the concept of the "uncivilized civilizer" most effective. Walter Burkert's iteration of this theory finds that Heracles is not a conventional, Iliadic warrior, but a superhuman phenomenon, fighting monsters, doing impossible tasks, and making the world safe for civilization.4 As such, he resembles the Paleolithic figure of the shaman, a kind of superhunter who protects his community and takes spiritual journeys to distant worlds, even to the land of the dead. Predator, the class will find, is a retelling of this superhunter story-pattern, in which Heracles emphatically participates.
The film begins with the extraordinary warrior (Schwarzenegger) called in to fight an extraordinary opponent (the alien). Although the hero has companions, these are shed through the course of the film, until he is left alone against his adversary. Schwarzenegger also loses all of his twentyfirst-century weaponry and clothing, until he is effectively, like Heracles, naked, in an otherworldly jungle environment of huge trees, waterfalls, and impenetrable mists.
The terror-inducing alien combines several traits of traditional Heraclean opponents, traits which students are delighted to uncover. The predator a) has intelligence (Diomedes, Hippolyta); b) shoots missile weapons (Stymphalian Birds); c) has snaky growths on its head (Hydra); d) has a piglike snout and tusks (Erymanthean Boar); e) cannot be hurt with normal projectiles (Nemean Lion); f) is stealthy and elusive, cannot be chased down easily, but can be tracked and tricked (Cerynean Hind, Boar).
If students, through this use of American popular culture, are able to internalize the concept of Heracles as "uncivilized civilizer," pedagogical victory may be declared. But they are also primed to go further, to expand to more global comparisons, especially in response to essay questions. The students may note the fear of monsters common to both ancient Greeks and Americans, then focus on the mythological differences between an alien and, for example, a lion. Or they may consider the significance of the superhunter story in societies where hunting has become superfluous. Or they may focus on endings, and consider why Heracles is often considered a figure of tragedy, even though his labors (and Predator) end happily. Whatever the questions chosen, this kind of comparisonespecially frequent, regular comparison-will sharpen students' appreciation of the kinds of stories ancients liked and why.
I have concentrated here on a feature film, but this comparative method need not be restricted to this medium. Students, once familiar with comparison,
